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Abstract  The force field of a benzene molecule computed using the quantum-chemical GAMESS package with a set of 
independent vibrational coordinates in the approximation B3LYP/cc-pVTZ has been transformed to the set of redundant 
vibrational coordinates including all groups of the equivalent natural coordinates. It has been demonstrated that by the use of 
the transformed field all the initial frequencies of normal molecular vibrations may be found and the field symmetry may be 
recovered, with more adequate and clear forms of normal vibrations. 
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1. Introduction 
Comparison between empiric and non-empiric molecular 

force fields, using of the latter in computations of normal 
molecular vibrations is of great interest in studies of various 
molecular properties. However, the empiric force fields have 
been derived, as a rule, for a redundant set of vibrational 
coordinates, whereas the non-empiric force fields are mostly 
computed with a set of independent vibrational coordinates. 
As in this case the researchers have to use incomplete sets of 
equivalent coordinates for the molecules of a particular 
symmetry, the computed values of the physically equivalent 
force constants are differing. It has been shown[1] that on 
definition of the rectangular matrix A  to express a set of 
the redundant natural coordinates Q  in terms of the in-
dependent set q : 

Q A q ,                     (1) 
if we know the matrix of force constants K for a redundant 

set of vibrational coordinates, the matrix of force constants 
for a set of independent coordinates k may be found unam-
biguously as follows: 

k AKA                         (2) 
This has formed the basis for comparison between the 

empiric and non-empiric force fields. As shown by recent 
studies [2], if the pseudoinverse matrix 1A  is found and for 
this matrix the following relations are true:  

1 1A A E AA                    (3) 
then in the case of a planar molecular fragment including 
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three valence angles with a common vertex and one redun-
dant coordinate the inverse transformation of a force field 
may be performed:  

1 1K A kA

                  (4) 
In this way a symmetry of the force field has been recov-

ered for a molecule of ethylene. 
In[3] similar transformations were carried out for the 

molecules of methane and methanol including the regular 
and deformed tetrahedral fragments of six valence angles 
with a common vertex. It is well known that each of these 
fragments has a single redundant coordinate. As relation (3) 
is not true for all the rectangular matrices, the applicability of 
this approach to the molecules including other fragments 
with redundant coordinates should be checked directly in the 
process of computations. Apart from the molecular frag-
ments considered in[2,3], redundant coordinates appear in 
cyclic molecules or in the molecules including the cyclic 
structures. Benzene is a typical representative of the first 
ones. Note that for molecules of methane and methanol a 
redundant set exceeds an independent set by a single coor-
dinate, whereas for a molecule of benzene a redundant set of 
the vibrational coordinates exceeds an independent set by 24 
coordinates. Because of this, it is rather difficult to find the 
matrix A. Moreover, a molecule of benzene includes the 
above-mentioned fragments of the first type involving the 
redundant coordinates. 

Computational method. Optimization of the geometry 
and computations of a force field for a benzene molecule 
have been performed using the quantum-chemical package 
GAMESS (VERSION = 1 OCT 2010 (R3))[4] in the ap-
proximation B3LYP/cc-pVTZ based on D6H symmetry. A set 
of independent coordinates included all valence coordinates, 
with the addition of deformation and torsional coordinates up 
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to 3N–6. To find the matrix A, it is necessary to define a 
system of linear equations relating the redundant coordinates. 
As known[5], an addition of redundant coordinates leads to 
the appearance in the matrix of the kinematic coefficients G 
for new rows and columns forming linear combinations of 
the earlier ones. In the process the eigenvectors associated 
with zero eigenvalues of the matrix G constructed for the 
redundant coordinate set involve the same coefficients for 
the coordinates as should be in their linear combinations 
which are equal to zero. The matrix G for a molecule of С6Н6 
has been computed using the geometry in Cartesian coordi-
nates optimized with the help of[4] and the redundant set of 
54 vibrational coordinates. Values for the elements of G 
matrix have been found with the use of the computational 
package for normal molecular vibrations[6]. Further auto-
matization of the computations was realized using special 
software with Mathematica package[7]. The initial data are 
represented by the elements of G matrix computed for a 
redundant set of the coordinates, by the matrix elements of 
the force constants k computed with the help of[4] for the 
independent coordinates and converted to cm–2, and by lists 
of the coordinates in two sets. In this way the matrix G was 
diagonalized and the eigenvectors associated with its zero 
eigenvalues were found. Then a system of linear equations 
was derived to relate the redundant coordinates. As a result 
of solving this system, a redundant set of coordinates was 
expressed in terms of independent coordinates. On this basis 
the matrix A was generated and a form of the pseudoinverse 
matrix 1A  was found. Finally, with the use of relation (4), 
the matrix of force constants K was generated, whose ele-
ments were averaged in subsets of the equivalent sets. 
Keeping the geometry invariable, this force field was used as 
initial data in the package[6], and its adequacy was tested by 
comparison of the computed frequencies[6] for normal vi-
brations with the data given in[4]. 

Force field of С6Н6 molecule. Fig.1 shows a molecule of 
benzene. 

 
Figure 1.  Benzene molecule with numbering of atoms 

Let us consider the proposed approach in a greater detail 
taking plane coordinates of a benzene molecule as an ex-

ample. 21 independent (qi) and 30 redundant (Qi) coordi-
nates are introduced as follows: 

2 1 1 1, ;C Hl q Q   
2 3 2 2, ;C Cl q Q   

2 11 3 3, ;C Cl q Q   
3 4 4 4, ;C Hl q Q   

3 5 5 5, ;C Cl q Q   
5 6 6 6, ;C Hl q Q   

5 7 7 7, ;C Cl q Q   
7 8 8 8, ;C Hl q Q   

7 9 9 9, ;C Cl q Q   
9 10 10 10, ;C Hl q Q   

9 11 11 11, ;C Cl q Q   
11 12 12 12, ;C Hl q Q   

1 2 3 13 13, ;H C C q Q   
1 2 11 14;H C C Q   

3 2 11 14 15, ;C C C q Q   
2 3 4 15 16, ;C C H q Q   

2 3 5 17;C C C Q   
9 11 2 18;C C C Q   

2 11 12 19;C C H Q   
5 3 4 20;C C H Q   

3 5 6 16 21, ;C C H q Q   
3 5 7 22;C C C Q   

7 5 6 23;C C H Q   
5 7 8 17 24, ;C C H q Q   

9 7 5 18 25, ;C C C q Q   
9 7 8 26;C C H Q   

7 9 10 19 27, ;C C H q Q   
7 9 11 20 28, ;C C C q Q   

11 9 10 29;C C H Q   
9 11 12 21 30, ;C C H q Q   

After diagonalization of the matrix for kinematic coeffi-
cients and after solving a system of linear equations, the 
redundant coordinate set is expressed in terms of independ-
ent coordinates and then the elements of the required matrix 
A are found. Some of the redundant coordinates may be 
expressed in terms of the independent ones in a fairly simple 
way, e.g., as:  

14 13 14Q q q  .               (5) 
But involvement of the cycle results in a more complex 

system of linear equations. Because of this, the part of A 
matrix associated with the cycle formation takes the form: 
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 (6) 

where h = 0.2267; r = 0.6802; e = 0.5. By relations of (6) 
the functions of some redundant coordinates are collectively 
performed by independent coordinates (up to nine). After 
finding of the pseudoinverse matrix 1A , the computations of 
the matrix K are performed and its elements are averaged 
within sets of the equivalent force constants. According to 
molecular symmetry for plane coordinates, 50 different sets 
of the equivalent force constants are formed, which include 
three, six or twelve elements. It is known[8] that with the use 
of 21 independent plane coordinates only 33 differing sets of 
the equivalent force constants are formed. Because of this, 
50 force constants computed are not linearly independent. At 
the same time, they may be different by pairs. A force field 
for sets of independent and redundant non-plane coordinates, 
sets of the equivalent force constants for plane coordinates, 
the frequencies and normal modes of vibrations obtained 
using the fields for independent and redundant coordinates 
one can get from authors. Values of the force constants 
generating the equivalent sets for plane coordinates are listed 
in Table 1. 
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Table 1.  Values of the force constants generating the equivalent sets for plane coordinates 

N K Value K(cm-2) N K Value K(cm-2) N K Value K(cm-2) N K Value K(cm-2) N K ValueK(cm-2) 

1 K1,1 8.62 11 K1,17 0.047 21 K2,9 3.54 31 K13,13 0.616 41 K13,24 -0.134 
2 K1,2 0.123 12 K1,20 -0.016 22 K2,13 0.488 32 K13,14 -0.092 42 K13,25 0.271 
3 K1,4 0.017 13 K1,21 0.004 23 K2,14 0.174 33 K13,15 -0.523 43 K13,26 -0.136 
4 K1,5 -0.01 14 K1,22 0.009 24 K2,15 -0.662 34 K13,16 0.01 44 K13,27 -0.122 
5 K1,6 0.004 15 K1,23 -0.013 25 K2,18 -0.146 35 K13,17 -0.036 45 K13,28 0.213 
6 K1,7 0.021 16 K1,24 -0.016 26 K2,19 0.06 36 K13,18 -0.044 46 K13,30 0.018 
7 K1,8 0.002 17 K1,25 0.033 27 K2,23 0.087 37 K13,19 0.026 47 K15,15 1.046 
8 K1,13 -0.072 18 K2,2 7.898 28 K2,24 -0.44 38 K13,21 -0.029 48 K15,17 0.08 
9 K1,15 -0.143 19 K2,3 -0.329 29 K2,25 0.808 39 K13,22 0.12 49 K15,22 -0.332 

10 K1,16 -0.031 20 K2,7 0.788 30 K2,26 -0.368 40 K13,23 -0.091 50 K15,25 -0.541 

Table 2.  Frequencies and normal modes of benzene plane vibrations 

 Independent coordinates Redundant coordinates 

ω  
Wave 

numbers 
(сm-1 ) 

Normal modes 
Wave 

numbers 
(сm-1 ) 

Normal modes 

E2g 622.68 0.1q20 -0.073q19 -0.073q15 622.71 0.16Q14-0.16Q20+0.16Q24-0.16Q29-0.24Q15-0.24Q25+ 
0.22Q17+0.22Q28 

A1g 1014.08 -0.11(q2 +q3 +q5+q7+q9+q11) 1014.11 0.12(Q2+Q3+Q5+Q7+Q9+Q11) 
B2u 1028.88 -0.15(q14-q18+q20) 1028.92 0.16(-Q13-Q14+Q16+Q20-Q21-Q23 +Q24+Q26-Q27-Q29+Q19+Q30) 
E1u 1062.95 -0.12q19+0.12q15-0.11q9-0.12q7 1062.95 -0.14Q8+0.14Q9 -0.15Q13 - 0.21Q15-0.26Q21+0.27Q23 

B1u 1180.34 0.17(q13+q15-q16+q17-q19+q21) 1180.30 0.36(-Q13+Q14-Q16+Q20+Q21-Q23 –Q24+Q26+Q27-Q29+Q19-Q30) 
E2g 1203.72 -0.2q15+0.18q16-0.2q19+0.18q21 1203.68 0.45(Q13+Q26)-0.43(Q14+Q24)+ 0.41(Q21+Q27)-0.39(Q20+Q29) 

B1u 1336.36 0.19(q2-q3-q5+q7-q9+q11)- 
0.12(q13+q15-q16+q17-q19+q21) 

1336.40 0.2(Q2-Q3-Q5+Q7-Q9+Q11)+ 0.26(-Q13+Q14-Q16+Q20+Q21-Q23 
–Q24+Q26+Q27-Q29+Q19-Q30) 

A2g 1392.51 0.22(-q13+q15+q16+q17+q19+q21) 1392.47 0.48(-Q13+Q14+Q16-Q20+Q21-Q23 +Q24-Q26+Q27-Q29-Q19+Q30) 
E1u 1520.50 0.25(q21-q16-q17)-0.2q13-0.13q9 1520.49 -0.57Q13+0.57Q26+0.55Q16-0.55Q28 

E2g 1637.27 0.25q2+0.25q9-0.12q19+0.2q17 1637.32 0.15Q2-0.25Q3-0.25Q7+0.15Q9-0.42Q13+0.33Q14-0.42Q26 +0.33Q24 

B2u 3155.14 0.42(q1-q4+q6-q8+q10-q12) 3155.03 0.44(Q1-Q4+Q6-Q8+Q10-Q12) 
E2g 3165.07 -0.56q4+0.47q6-0.56q10+0.47q12 3164.95 -0.6Q4+0.44Q6 -0.6Q10+0.44Q12 

E1u 3180.48 0.58q1+0.17q4-0.41q6-0.58q8-0.17q10+0.41q12 3180.37 0.61Q1+0.19Q4-0.42Q6-0.61Q8-0.19Q10+0.42Q12 

A1g 3190.71 0.42(q1+q4+q6+q8+q10+q12) 3190.59 0.44(Q1+Q4+Q6+Q8+Q10+Q12) 
 

Despite the fact that a set of independent coordinates in-
volves all valence С–С coordinates, the corresponding di-
agonal force constants are differing in their values. A 
minimal value of 11.146 cm–2 is obtained for 11,11k , and a 
maximal value of 13.860 cm–2 is associated with 9,9k . The 
diagonal constant of the valence angle С–С–Н that is equal 
to 1.416 cm–2 is found to be the same for all the coordinates 
of this type. The corresponding constants for the three va-
lence angles С–С–С involved in a set of the independent 
coordinates are different: 14,14 5.027k  ; 18,18 9.245k  , and 

20,20 8.234k   cm–2. After a change-over to a set of redundant 
coordinates, the field symmetry is recovered. Now the di-
agonal force constants for plane coordinates are as follows: 

7.898CCK  ; 8.62CHK  ; 0.616CCHK  ; 1.046CCCK   cm–2. 
Let us compare the values obtained with the empiric force 
constants. Several works are devoted to the derivation of a 
force field for a molecule of benzene[9-17]. The fundamental 
work by Wilson[9] presents the statement of the main prin-
ciples for the construction of the generalized valence force 
field and the approach to apply the classical mechanics laws 
and group theory to molecular vibrations. The empiric force 
fields for a molecule of benzene are given in[10-17] with the 
use of symmetry coordinates and redundant natural coordi-

nates. According to the results of[17], 10.943CCK  ; 8.565CHK  ; 
0.690CCHK  ; 1.181CCCK  cm–2. As a whole, an agreement 

between the empiric and non-empiric diagonal force con-
stants is fairly good. But the interaction force constants 
computed in the approximation B3LYP/cc-pVTZ in absolute 
value are, as a rule, higher than the corresponding empiric 
ones. As noted in[15,17], force interactions in a benzene ring 
are non-local in character. Indeed, rather high interaction 
force constants of the spatially-distant С–С bonds are se-
lected in these works (e.g. 0.807 cm–2 for the opposite С–С 
bonds). According to our computational results, these in-
teractions are considerably stronger than it has been pre-
sumed earlier; for the above-mentioned interaction, in par-
ticular, /  3.54CC CCk   cm–2. It should be noted, however, 
that the force fields derived for a redundant set of coordinates 
are not unambiguously defined[5]. To illustrate, in[3] it has 
been stated that in the case of the regular tetrahedral frag-
ment a simultaneous substitution of   ,   ,   for 
the elements , ,    of the matrix K leaves the form of k 
matrix unaltered. Because of this, one should not expect that 
the empiric and non-empiric force fields transformed to a set 
of the redundant coordinates must be coincident. Next we 
consider a correlation between the frequencies and forms of 
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normal plane vibrations in a benzene molecule for the force 
field given in Tab. 1 and the results of the initial non-empiric 
computation, see Tabl. 2. 

As seen, using the force field computed for a set of re-
dundant coordinates one is enabled to reproduce in full the 
frequencies obtained in the initial quantum-chemical calcu-
lation. 

2. Conclusions 
Thus, the force field of a benzene molecule computed by 

the non-empiric quantum-mechanical methods using a set of 
independent vibrational coordinates has been transformed to 
a set of redundant coordinates offering the possibility to 
recover a symmetry of the force field up to D6H. Invariability 
of the frequencies for normal molecular vibrations when 
using the transformed force fields provides support for the 
approach, especially because the forms of normal vibrations 
become more adequate and clear. Based on the previously 
noted[2,3] and observed in this work agreement between the 
non-empiric force constants for sets of redundant coordinates 
and the corresponding empiric force constants computed 
using the frequencies of the molecules under study and of 
their isotopic substituted derivatives, r.m.s. vibrational am-
plitudes, Coriolis constants, both approaches are adequate 
enough and efficient in computations of molecular force 
fields. The force constants, both scaled and non-scaled, 
transformed to a set of redundant coordinates may be easily 
extended to the related molecular fragments in large mole-
cules with the help of the well-developed techniques for 
automated separation of force constants in standard program 
facilities used to compute normal vibrations[6]. 
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